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Take a vacation, they said. Get away from Silicon Valley's back-stabbing and power-grabbing. Recharge the innovative batteries. Unwind, then come back stronger than ever. Instead, I got lost at sea and fell in love with an anti-social lobsterman. There's one small issue: Owen Bartlett doesn't know who
I am. Who I really am. I don't like people. I avoid small talk and socializing, and I kick my companions out of bed before the sun rises. No strings, no promises, no problems. Until Cole McClish's boat drifts into Talbott's Cove, and I bend all my rules for the sexy sailor. I don't know Cole's story or what
he's running from, but one thing is certain: I'm not letting him run away from me.
Twenty six year old Jesse Peterson knows he's not stupid, but nobody else seems to know that. They just see a good looking young man whose smile seems to be the brightest thing about him. So, when the store's newest customer, buying supplies for his kitten, asks Jesse out, he has trouble understanding
why. Drew Oliver isn't most people. A high school teacher with a history of bad relationship choices, Drew is patient, loving, and doesn't care that Jesse is different. He just cares about being able to make Jesse smile as often as he can. Everyone seems to have an opinion about the differences between
Drew and Jesse, few notice the things they share. Can their relationship survive the scrutiny and judgement passed by everyone around them? And when one of Drew's bad choices shows up, will love be enough to help them survive the aftermath? So, when the store's newest customer, buying supplies for
his kitten, asks him out, Jesse has trouble understanding why. Jesse knows he's not stupid, but nobody else seems to know that. They just see a good-looking young man whose smile seems to be the brightest thing about him. Drew Oliver isn't other people. A high school teacher with a history of bad
relationship choices, Drew is patient, loving, and doesn't care that Jesse is different. He just cares about being able to make him smile as often as he can. Everyone seems to have an opinion about the differences between Drew and Jesse, few notice the things they share. Can their relationship survive the
scrutiny and judgement passed by everyone around them? And when one of Drew's bad choices shows up, will love be enough to help them survive the aftermath?
Four men, brought together by fate, connected in more powerful ways than they'd ever imagined. Lidon, the powerful alpha-cop, determined to never trust another partner-until he helps a vulnerable omega through his heat and connects with him in a way that leaves him reeling. Enar, the alpha-doctor
who dedicates his life to serving omegas who need his help. He works himself to the bone, anything to drown out his inner voices that scream at him he's not a real alpha. Palani, the sassy beta reporter who will do anything to save his omega lover and childhood friend, even if it means watching another
man claim him. Vieno, the omega who suffers from a medical condition that requires an alpha's help. It was supposed to be sex, but his attraction to the alpha goes much deeper. But how can he betray his soulmate and lover Palani like this? When Vieno's freedom is endangered, he needs Lidon to save
him. The alpha steps up, but the consequences of his choice are more far-reaching than anyone of them had foreseen. Four men try to figure out what they are to each other amidst political unrest, investigations into corruption and fraud, a medical issue that is far bigger and more sinister than it seemed
at first, and old legends that are turning out to be real. Alpha's Sacrifice is an MMMM mpreg gay romance and the first book in the Irresistible Omegas series. It is not a stand-alone and ends on a cliffhanger. Please note the triggers warnings in the front of the book.
Isabella is in trouble. Big trouble. She knows that opening her curtains and touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is wrong, but she does it anyway. And she plans on doing it again. Every night, in fact, until her alpha teaches her otherwise. Roman, alpha of the Silverclaw Pack, is tired
of Isabella teasing him. Even more, he’s tired of her disobeying his every command. And he knows exactly how to fix both problems. Devour every inch of her until she’s begging for him at his feet. Will Isabella succumb to Roman’s advances? Or will she toy with him to the very end? Read Submitting to
the Alpha, an erotic werewolf romance, written by Emilia Rose.
Known Desire
Omega on Tap
Alpha's Prize
The Brothers Next Door
The Queen of Wishful Thinking
Book 1 of the Omega House Series, an Alpha/Omega MPreg book. Max was rescued from the Roger & Associates breeding farm...but he wasn't actually a breeding omega there. He was hidden away for most of his life by a caring beta, just trying to survive. When he gets to Omega House, he's not sure who he can trust,
so he keeps everyone at a distance. Until an alpha walks in that stirs feelings in Max that he doesn't understand. They're scary and foreign...and arousing. He tries to fight the pull, but when he's placed in a dangerous situation, only one person is connected enough to help him.
Book Two of the Oak Grove series. Can be read as a standalone.Ike is gun shy after the ordeal he recently went through with a money-grubbing omega who lied about carrying his child. Now he doesn't trust any omegas and would rather stay celibate than to risk being used again. Until he walks into The Fallen Nut on a
busy night and makes a terrible decision. He hooks up with a cute omega who smells better than anyone he's ever met before.Phil is trying to have a low-key evening when he literally walks right into Ike, a sexy alpha who steals his table right from under his nose. But Phil is tired of being pushed around by alpha-holes so
he slides right into the chair next to Ike and shares the table with him. If it had ended there, things might have been okay. But it didn't. And a quick hookup in the bathroom begins a cycle of events neither man ever saw coming.Omega Served is full of angst and frustration and smiles and release. If you like knotty heat
that leads to a sweet baby, you'll love this installment of the Oak Grove series.
Everything I know is a lie. I'm an ordinary mortal girl. Lord Irrik is a depraved dragon shifter. King Irdelron is an immortal tyrant. In the disease ridden land of Verald, life is mapped out much like the established rings of our kingdom. Everyone has a role... Me? I'll be uselessly serving potato stew for the rest of my life
because I can't make anything grow. But starvation brews rebellion. When the king strikes, I'm captured by Lord Irrik. Instantly, I'm embroiled in a deadly game. One where I'm desperate to understand the rules. Because nothing makes sense anymore. Now, I'm not only fighting for my life . . . but a love that could be the
key to my freedom. What if the truth means you're not who -- or what -- you thought you were?
Alone, on the run, and fighting for her life. Sloane Murphy thought hiking the Grand Canyon alone after graduation would be an awesome adventure. Until she slips and starts to plummet to her death. Then the unthinkable happens. She transforms into... a dragon. After flying to safety and trying to convince herself she
isn't having a mental breakdown, the hunters come for her. She runs, somehow managing to stay one step ahead of them. Until her luck runs out. Now the hunters have her and they intend to kill, not capture. That's when he comes for her. Logan Sharp is the last dragon shifter alive. Or so he thinks, until he gets word
that the druids are hunting a red headed female. His team takes her in, sheltering her because there is a truth she must learn: if the skyborn die out, then so does humanity. But Sloane is hiding a dark secret that she doesn't even know yet. A secret that could change everything.*Recommended reading age 16+ due to
language
Omega Reclaimed
The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch
Omega's First
A Non Shifter Alpha Omega Mpreg Romance
His Alpha

After a night of epic sex, he left a thank-you note on my night-side table! Imagine my surprise on moving day when I discover my one-night stand is now my new neighbor, Nate. Last weekend, the hot NYPD
officer gave me the night of my life. He looks almost as handsome in uniform as out of uniform. I wait for him to say something like... 'You were amazing.' Or 'What a night'. Or maybe, 'Dinner? My place?'
Sounds reasonable, right? After all, Nate left me hoarse from screaming his name, and aching from doing it in every position known to man. He also left me without a goodbye. Just a note. A freaking thankyou note. So, maybe I shouldn't be too surprised when he eyes me up and down and says three very different words. 'Have we met?' Bastard. That's what I thought for a second. But, it turns out Officer
Casanova has a twin brother. Darrin. Nate didn't forget me. In fact, he has plans for me, plans that include his brother and both of them having their dirty, wicked way with me. These gorgeous, sexy,
demanding men want to share me. Sounds like a girl's dream come true, right? But what if a time comes when I have to choose?
There is a distinct hint of Armageddon in the air. According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (recorded, thankfully, in 1655, before she blew up her entire village and all its
inhabitants, who had gathered to watch her burn), the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, the Four Bikers of the Apocalypse are revving up
their mighty hogs and hitting the road, and the world's last two remaining witch-finders are getting ready to fight the good fight, armed with awkwardly antiquated instructions and stick pins. Atlantis is
rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. . . . Right. Everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except that a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon -- each of whom has lived
among Earth's mortals for many millennia and has grown rather fond of the lifestyle -- are not particularly looking forward to the coming Rapture. If Crowley and Aziraphale are going to stop it from
happening, they've got to find and kill the Antichrist (which is a shame, as he's a really nice kid). There's just one glitch: someone seems to have misplaced him. . . . First published in 1990, Neil
Gaiman and Terry Pratchett's brilliantly dark and screamingly funny take on humankind's final judgment is back -- and just in time -- in a new hardcover edition (which includes an introduction by the
authors, comments by each about the other, and answers to some still-burning questions about their wildly popular collaborative effort) that the devout and the damned alike will surely cherish until the
end of all things.
There's good guys, bad guys, and then there's Lucky. Former drug trafficker Richmond "Lucky" Lucklighter flaunts his past like a badge of honor.He speaks his mind, doesn't play nice, and flirts with
disaster while working off his sentence with the Southeastern Narcotics Bureau. If he can keep out of trouble a while longer he'll be a free man-after he trains his replacement.Textbook-quoting, by the
book Bo Schollenberger is everything Lucky isn't. Lucky slurps coffee, Bo lives caffeine free. Lucky worships bacon, Bo eats tofu. Lucky trusts no one, Bo calls suspects by first name. Yet when the chips
are down on their shared case of breaking up a drug diversion ring, they may have more in common than they believe.Two men. Close quarters. Friction results in heat. But Lucky scoffs at partnerships, no
matter how thrilling the roller-coaster. Bo has two months to break down Lucky's defenses... and seconds are ticking by.
Gareth's heart is set on Cam, but Cam's heart broke a long time ago. As alpha of the Regent's Park Pack, Cam's focus is always centred on its members--his personal life pushed aside after the death of his
wife. Now that his pack has merged with the Primrose Hill shifters, he can't afford any distractions.Gareth's been in love with his alpha for years, but his position as beta complicates matters. Added to
the fact Cam still mourns his late wife, Gareth knows his feelings will never be reciprocated, so he buries them deep.With the two packs already struggling to unite under one alpha, they get a surprise
addition--one who causes more tension within the ranks. Under such strain, long-kept secrets are forced into the open. Gareth and Cam must deal with the aftermath, while also keeping the pack's best
interests at heart.
Alpha's Snow Angel
Unknown Entity
An M/M/M/M Reverse Harem Story
Angel of His Heart
Blood Oath

An omega, an alpha, and a seven year-old secret...Eight years ago, Eli gave up his future as a veterinarian because of a blue line on a pregnancy test. Now a single dad to the best little boy in the world, he's working at an animal shelter and trying his hardest to ignore the small town gossip that follows him and his son around.
Contrary to popular belief, he does know who the other father is-the irresistible alpha from his youth. But Matt's upper class family doesn't think an omega is good enough for their son, and Eli's not going to expose his kid to that kind of prejudice. Besides, Matt ran off and married someone else, so he couldn't have felt that much
for Eli, could he?After years of trying to make his arranged marriage work, Matt's getting divorced--much to his high society family's dismay and fury. And his relief-something had to change. It does, when he runs into the omega he'd fallen for as a college senior and never quite managed to forget. The moment he lays eyes on Eli,
he wants him back, and to hell with what his parents think.And there's that little boy, Eli's son, who tugs on Matt's heart as hard as Eli does. Could it be...?
When Junen's father, alpha of his pack, rejects the offer to join forces with a dangerous alpha, plan b is to take Junen and force his hand that way. He is not worried... until he understands the alpha plans to do a lot more to him than keep him prisoner and demand surrender. Because Theon has a plan to save werewolves and he will
do anything to ensure it succeeds, including taking everything Junen has--in body and soul. A Dark Mpreg tale featuring kidnapping, body modification, mpreg, manipulation, fisting, and brainwashing of a straight alpha forced to submit to other alphas. This is not a romance.
Mitch opened The Fallen Nut as a safe haven for alphas and omegas to meet up. Keeping omegas safe was a priority for him and his brother Justin after their younger brother was killed ten years earlier. As one of the hottest bars in Oak Grove, The Fallen Nut was the pinnacle of success for local craft brewers.Kaden didn't know
much about brewing beer, but he committed to helping out his brother with his craft beer: Tapped. When Tapped was named as a finalist in the quarterly contest at The Fallen Nut to get keg space, Kaden was happy for his brother. At least until realizing Ike would be out of town for the event and Kaden would have to take charge
of promoting Tapped and getting enough votes to win.When Mitch saw Kaden, he had to have him. They had a quick encounter and both men went their separate ways. But once wasn't enough for either of them. And when their paths crossed again, their connection was stronger than ever and undeniable.Omega On Tap is a sexy
romance with plenty of knotty heat, male pregnancy, a cute baby, and an HEA.
"Of course I smelled him—smelled him and was drawn to him. Rich, ripe, male omega—not far away and well into his heat. Unsatisfied heat. I laughed, realizing that in this moment, at least, the omega was the boss of the alpha. I needed to help him." Angel, an alpha who's left the violent, strictly hierarchical rules of his pack to find
success in the big city, and Leo, an omega on the run from his abusive alpha, are thrust together to satisfy Leo’s urgent heat-lust. But can a once-hurt omega ever trust an alpha to care for and protect him again? And can an alpha sensitive to social injustice learn to enjoy his naturally dominant nature? Angel and Leo must both face
the pasts they ran away from before the two can build a new future together. They may not be able to change the laws of nature, but they can change the language of love. Omega Reclaimed is a non-MPREG MM alpha/omega shapeshifter novella. There is no MPREG in this universe.
Ball Drop
Tokyo Revengers 20
An Alpha Omega Mpreg
A Holiday Romance
A special forces shifter romance

He’s her darkest fantasy. . . After years of struggling, Haven Daly has finally accepted that she’s nuttier than a fruitcake. Why else would she see visions of a beautiful but tormented male every night . . . and actually believe she can talk to
him, even feel his touch? But thanks to those dream journeys, she can paint images nobody else on earth can duplicate. In each brush stroke, she captures the blatant masculinity and raw desire in his eyes that promise he’s coming for
her...and soon. She’s the light that keeps him going. . . Quade Kayrs has already suffered a lifetime of pain and torture. Completely isolated, he kept his sanity thanks to one beautiful female, a vision with kind emerald eyes. In the end, her
soft voice led him out of hell. Now, naked and alone, he’s in a strange world that bears little resemblance to the one he left behind. All he knows is Haven. All he wants is Haven. His final mission? To protect her from the evil hunting them
both—whether she likes it or not . . . “Spicy romantic interplay; highly recommended.” —Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled
explosion of action... Zanetti keeps getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Three months ago when another relationship came to a disastrous end, billionaire Leah Sherbrooke put her love life on hold. Since then she’s spent her free time with family and friends, especially Gavin Kincaid. However, the more time she
spends with Gavin the less she thinks of him as a friend and golfing companion. Instead, she sees him as the man she’s falling for. When Leah learns he plans to spend the long holiday weekend working, she insists he accompany her to a
party in Newport. Gavin Kincaid was attracted to Leah Sherbrooke the moment she walked into his condo. Unfortunately, at the time she was on the arm of his half brother, Harry, but since the night she caught Harry with another woman,
he’s been growing their friendship and waiting for the right moment to make them more than friends. Leah’s invitation to a party provides him with the opportunity he’s been waiting for, and soon they’re both friends and lovers. But when
an overheard conversation between Gavin and his half brother casts doubt on their new relationship, Leah must decide if believing in Gavin is worth the risk. The Billionaire’s Heart is the12th book in USA Today best selling author Christina
Tetreault’s The Sherbrookes of Newport Series. While it can easily be read as a standalone story, you'll likely enjoy reading the other books, too. Fall in love with The Sherbrookes of Newport today. Loving The Billionaire The Teacher's
Billionaire The Billionaire Playboy The Billionaire Princess The Billionaire's Best Friend Redeeming The Billionaire More Than A Billionaire Protecting The Billionaire Bidding On The Billionaire Falling For The Billionaire The Billionaire Next
Door The Billionaire's Homecoming The Billionaire's Heart
THE MONSTER WANTS HER. HE WON’T BE DENIED. I've become a monster. I hear blood moving in people’s veins. Scent their emotions. I want to feed. To hunt. To mate... I'm no longer a human--my life is over. I've left everyone I love.
I've gone rogue from the CIA. My only hope is my handler. Annabel gray is tough enough to face my monster. If I lose control, she won't hesitate to take me out. But I'm not the only predator out there. Someone's hunting Annabel. She needs
my protection. But if I don’t get my animal under control, I may be her biggest threat yet.
After Amara's cheating boyfriend breaks her heart, she has an unforgettable one-night stand-which leaves her pregnant. But she doesn't even know the father's full name and doesn't bother looking for him. Instead, she moves in with her
friend and raises her child on her own for three years. That's when the restaurant she works for closes down. Amara manages to get a new job as a personal chef, only to find out she will be working for her son's father, a billionaire.At first,
Zavier doesn't recognize her, but one night, he finally remembers who she is...
Witching You A Merry Christmas
Fresh Catch
Omega Served
Alpha's Bite
Hero's Haven

Werewolves don't exist, right? Or at least they didn't in Dallas Summer's world - until a nasty encounter in Central Park shatters that notion forever. Dallas finds his life flipped upside down when a sexy stranger knocks on his door. Roman's got a big problem. To become the Alpha of
the Manhattan pack, he will need an heir. When he meets Dallas in a chance encounter, an accident causes his guilt to drive him to protect the new wolf at all costs. Little does Roman know the new wolf is an Omega; a rare wolf that could change the fate of the Alpha to be. Can Roman
win the Omega over in time to fulfill his destiny, or will Dallas change him forever? Hot, explicit scenes abound in this steamy 50,000-word gay wolf-shifter paranormal mpreg romance - adults only!
An old flame is rekindled, but there's more at stake here than just their hearts. Timothy Snow lands his first job right after college graduation. The handsome, young Omega has his work cut out for him, managing the restaurants at his family's ski resort. Everyone is depending on him to
get the business back in the black. If he can't turn things around, the family could lose everything. Timothy works hard, and struggles against unhelpful family members, but there's no relief in sight. The last thing he needs is a distraction. Especially not, Derek D'angelus, the sexy,
playboy Alpha he knew in college. Derek's rich parents just cut him off. The boy who was born with a silver spoon in his mouth is sleeping on his cousin's couch. Worse, he's having to apply for gainful employment. The last person he expects to meet is his college crush, Timothy. Their
attraction is still as strong as it was two years ago. Snowed Inn is still in financial peril and Timothy knows that it's up to him to save the business. When Timothy finds out he's got a baby on the way, he faces an uncertain future. A playboy partner, who might not be ready to be a dad and
a ski resort on the edge of bankruptcy. Alpha's Snow Angel is an mpreg romance, featuring old friends becoming lovers and an HEA with a bouncing baby. Steer clear if you're averse to hot, sweaty, baby making between two men.
The time leap suspense story enters its 20th volume! In the face of Tenjiku’s overwhelming forces, Toman is on the verge of destruction. Who is it who rushed in front of Takemichi as he’s determinedly holding out against them…? The “Sibling Showdown” finally begins! The "Kanto
incident" is at the climax of chaos!!!
The weeks leading up to Christmas are magical-except when your magic is a little wonky!Charlie is a warlock with a problem. Each year from December 1 until Christmas Eve, he causes chaos wherever he goes. And his ability to see the future vanishes, but no one can figure out
why.Omega Miles is a Vale Valley new arrival. When he meets Charlie on the first day of the month--after the warlock unintentionally scrambles eggs at the supermarket--the two embark on a quest through the Advent Season. They choose a new activity each day and push the
boundaries of what Charlie is willing to do.The unlikely pair forge a friendship and as they share details about their past, the relationship blossoms. And though the plan is to discover why Charlie's powers wobble every December, as well as helping him get over his fears, neither warlock
nor omega want their journey to end.During the twenty-four days, they contend with a runaway gingerbread man and a friendly snowman, are chased by Christmas trees and wreak havoc at the Vale Valley lake. Charlie's eyes are opened to the world around him, and Miles also
experiences a new beginning. But as time races toward Christmas Day, both warlock and omega make a startling discovery-one that baffles Charlie.Will they get their happy ending or will someone come between them?Witching You A Merry Christmas is the story of two people who
are given a second chance. And, despite the odds, there is a baby.
The Alpha Solution
The Billionaire's Heart
Deep in the Dark (volume 1)
The Billionaire's Baby
Daring Wes
MY CAPTIVE. MY MATE. MY PRIZE. I didn’t order the capture of the beautiful American she-wolf. I didn’t buy her from the traffickers. I didn’t even plan to claim her. But no male shifter could have withstood the test of a full moon and a locked room with Sedona, naked and shackled to the bed. I lost
control, not only claiming her, but also marking her, and leaving her pregnant with my wolfpup. I won’t keep her prisoner, as much as I’d like to. I allow her to escape to the safety of her brother’s pack. But once marked, no she-wolf is ever really free. I will follow her to the ends of the Earth, if I must. Sedona
belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Prize is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.
Book 2 of the Omega House series. (MPreg Alpha/Omega) When Roper & Associates breeding farm was raided, Freddie was rescued from the hell he'd been living in for years. As a pregnant omega, he didn't have many prospects for his future, but at least he was free and would be able to keep this baby. Unlike the
others he'd birthed while at R&A. While living at the Omega House, he befriends a homeless omega who is scared and looking for friendship. They provide that for each other, and when the omega's alpha brother comes looking for him, everything in Freddie's life changes. Raising a newborn as a single omega isn't
easy, but he finds the support he needs to be the parent all babies deserve. But will he have to do it alone?
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Deep in the dark, where love doesn't quite reach... is the domain of lust, unbridled and out of control--passionate but cruel. Can these men survive there or will their minds shatter forever? Intended for an adult audience and containing elements such as: male pregnancy, feminization, arranged marriages and more. This
volume contains the first three books in the series: - Soldier On - The Will of Heaven - His Brother's Dowry
Gerald's story continues as he finds not one but two alphas to love. This book can be read as a standalone. Ezra has finally decided his big house is just depressing without people living in it. His attempts at finding a sane roommate are scary at first, but he doesn't throw in the towel right away. Gerald is happy for his best
friend and former roommate, but he can't afford to pay the full rent on his own. So when he sees an ad for a low-cost room for rent that sounds too good to be true, he wonders if it was meant to be. Tyler is staying in Oak Grove for a job that should only take a few months, but living out of a hotel gets old real fast.
Learning about a room for rent in a nice house near town is a perfect short-term. When these three men finally connect, the chemistry between them is undeniable, but Tyler doesn't plan to stay. And what the three of them have together just doesn't feel right when one is missing. Omega Shaken is a sweet and sexy story
about two alphas who fall for a sweet omega. You'll enjoy this story if you like knotty heat and adorable babies.For adult readers.
Submitting to the Alpha
Snowed in
Alpha's Mission
Cupid's Match
Alpha's Sacrifice
Young, cocky, and all alpha, he wants the one man he can't have.Rough around the edges and just a tad aggressive, twenty-year-old Maddox has more testosterone than he knows what to do with. He's an alpha
tiger shifter and the town's rich, pretty boy with a chip on his shoulder to match. The circle of people he cares for is more of a dot, occupied by a single man, his college track and field coach, Wesley.
Closer to forty than he'd like to admit, Wesley is the gorilla omega who never quite found the one to settle down with. Not for lack of trying on his parent's part. They can't stop setting him up.
Sometimes, they even try to trap him. Like when they stole his heat suppressors right before a date, hoping it would drive him into the man of their dreams. But Wesley retreats to the one spot he knows he
can be alone over the weekend while he rides out his heat. He sets up camp in his office on campus, ready to endure another torturous heat without relief. Except, his plan to ride it out alone is ruined
when Maddox breaks into the school on his own agenda. That agenda is quickly derailed when he stumbles upon his coach in need. Coach makes Maddox feel like maybe he isn't just the town's asshole. He's an
alpha. Wesley's alpha. While Maddox strives to be the type of man Wesley would want to obey, his conniving, abusive father has hatched a plan that threatens to ruin everything. With the holidays swirling
around them, and the new year looming, finding their kiss at midnight seems impossible but Maddox didn't work this hard discovering his home in Wesley to give up now. Ball Drop is the second installment
in the Welcome to Morningwood Omegaverse Romance series. It can be read as a standalone, though would be better enjoyed in order. It features themes of a school-based, age gap romance centered in a small
town occupied entirely by shifters.
An alpha omega Mpreg non-shifter romance Andy's ready to find his alpha, but first, he needs to lose his v-card to eliminate the stress of not knowing what the experience is like. He finds himself at a
local club known for sexy alphas looking for a good time. But when something gets slipped into his drink, Andy becomes the target of a group of dangerous alphas.Jude is out celebrating with a friend when
he spies the gorgeous omega, Andy. The attraction is definitely there, and when Andy is escorted to the back by a group of men, warning bells go off in Jude's head. When he attempts to rescue Andy, loss
of memory and a confused state leave Jude as the alpha taking the blame for Andy's assault. As fate would have it, Andy takes a job with Jude as his project manager, and even after everything is
explained, another issue presents itself. The two men are spending a tremendous amount of time in close proximity of each other, and Andy is going into heat. When another alpha in the company takes
interest, jealousy and paranoia take over. The two of them struggle with their hidden desires as fate works hard to bring them together. Omega's First tells the story of a virgin omega who is rescued from
an attempted assault and the mistaken identity of the alpha who saves him. Disclaimer: This book contains sexually explicit adult content that includes sex scenes between an alpha and his omega. The book
is intended only for adults who enjoy male-male sexual themes. The book is approximately 28,000 words in length and does not end in a cliffhanger. Trigger Warning: Attempted sexual assault.
It’s been two hundred years since alphas could knot and omegas could get pregnant, since anyone has shifted. Today’s hybrids are more human than wolf, but there’s one tradition they’ve retained from their
animal ancestry: the heat race. With omegas in short supply, the annual heat race is every alpha’s chance to catch and claim an omega. Jack Henry stands at the starting line, undecided. He could conspire
to be caught by his best friend and childhood sweetheart, Elias, but would Elias be alpha enough for him? Maybe he’d prefer to be claimed by Saul, the huge and handsome alpha he’s always had a crush on.
Then Jasper shows up—a stranger dressed in leather who emits such strong alpha vibes Jack Henry is ready to give himself up before the race even begins. But Jasper’s an unknown entity, whose confidence
might be indicative of a desire to control. Jack Henry can’t decide, and so he runs, turning his fate over to fate itself as he’s pursued by all three of his suitors plus the one alpha he can’t abide—Lon,
a violent and regressive man who won’t take no for an answer. Jack Henry is going to need more than one alpha to keep him safe. And to keep him satisfied. During a long night of danger and triumph, the
Treehouse Pack is formed. But beyond the heat race lies an uncertain future. Jack Henry, Elias, Saul, and Jasper must each face their own insecurities, fight their own fights, and find their place in the
pack as they navigate uncharted waters together. Because it turns out that legendary abilities like knotting, shifting, and child bearing might be more than just relics of the past. Heat Race is a fulllength M/M/M/M reverse harem omegaverse story, separate from the Omega Reimagined world.
After thousands of years, they're back...Awkward outcast omega Emery Jones isn't expecting to find anything more than adventure when he leaves his favorite hiking path and follows a strange series of
markers through the woods... and he's certainly not expecting to come face to face with the most gorgeous man he's ever seen. He's instantly smitten, but there's one problem--his dream guy insists that
he's a dragon prince from another time, and Emery is his fated mate!After thousands of years in stasis, Coryphaeus of Novis, the draconian Crown Prince, has been awakened by a kiss from his fated mate.
But when the shy little omega denies his draconian heritage and tells Cory that dragons are nothing more than fairytales, Cory knows that the world isn't as he remembers it. The dragons that once ruled
the world are gone.It's too bad the threat they previously faced hasn't gone extinct, too...Alpha Awakened is the first book in the Waking the Dragons series and features literally rock-hard hunks, a mom
who knows way too much, a perilous threat that transcends time, and a HEA just as legendary as the dragons in it. This 52k book contains mpreg and is 18+ only... did you really expect anything less from
Susi Hawke and Piper Scott? Let our dragons sweep you off your feet... and into the starry night skies of Eureka Springs!
Alpha Awakened
An Mpreg Romance
Loving My Omega
Skyborn
Diversion

A devilishly hot CEO. The angelic new office temp. A match made in Heaven or Hell? Melody Angel takes a job as a temp at the HELL Corporation. Surrounded by eternal bureaucracy gone mad, demons who love making life miserable, and
dying for a decent coffee, it may take a miracle for Mel's mission to succeed. She must find out what evil plans Lucifer and his minions have in store and stop them, using any means necessary. Adding trouble and temptation to Mel's job is
Luce Iblis, the damnably hot CEO, who has set his smouldering eyes on the new office angel and he's determined to claim her, body and soul. Can ultimate evil and angelic perfection escape a limbo of desire and find a paradise of their
own? A tiny taste of what's in store: "Do you know how long you've made me wait?" Luce lifted his chin. "Close the door." Mel turned and kicked the door shut with the sole of one shoe. The click of it closing coincided with her eyes
meeting Luce's once more. "Now strip and get your arse on the desk," Luce instructed. Mel stared at him. He couldn't be serious, could he? "Every other girl in this building knows how to do as she's told. Do you know how many girls I've
had on this desk? You should consider yourself lucky. The last one I had in here was so quick getting undressed that I managed to give her a full fifteen minutes of my time. At this rate, you'll be lucky to have five." Mel became transfixed
by the timber desktop. "Did you wipe it clean afterwards?" "What?" Luce's face reddened. Keywords: Dark comedy, Satire, new adult, supernatural, workplace romance, satirical office humour, angels and demons, paranormal romance,
business and political humour, CEO secretary romance, redemption, Lucifer, Heaven, Hell
Cupid isn't a myth. He's Lila Black's perfect match. In a world where everyone has their perfect match, seventeen-year-old Lila Black is sick of Cupid's Matchmaking Service spamming her. But her world is turned inside out when she learns
not only that cupids exist, but that she's been matched with the infamous god of love, Cupid. The only catch? She can't actually fall for Cupid; if she does, it will summon the goddess Venus, and it won't be pretty . . . As arrows fly and
feelings become stronger, can Cupid and Lila resist each other's magnetic pull? And will Lila find herself part of a deadly supernatural war that could cost her life, and her heart?
Wolves and alpha and omegas GALORE! In the mood for some quick, pulse-pounding, clothes-tearing gay mpreg shifter action? How about ELEVEN brilliant short stories from Preston Walker and Liam Kingsley? These juicy shorts are all
bite-sized, but WAY more than a mouthful. Sink your fangs into these tempting treats tonight... Alpha Reclamation Wood Working Alpha Three's A Crowd Hunger Alpha's Chase Mending Malcolm Grayson's Cause Alpha Claim His Alpha An
Omega's Touch Breaking The Rules You know the drill... Preston and Liam write some intensely passionate scenes, so pull down the shades and lock the doors!
Donald MartinAfter avoiding the werewolf who bit him and turned him into one almost a year ago, Donald is shocked to find out that he's far from an ordinary werewolf. Not to mention that Donald isn't just a spoiled rich kid. While his mom
might have always called him her angel, he never thought she meant it literally. But all that pales in comparison to discovering that the man he's been avoiding for months in Vale Valley is his fated mate, as well as a god. And he's been
searching the world over for Donald.Fenrir BorosonFenrir never knew what a loving family was until he was taken in by Scott Shelton's family, but even then he felt incomplete. However, he never gave up hope that he might be able to build
a family of his own with his fated mate one day. When he finds his mate hiding out in Vale Valley, not even the centuries-long animosity between his family and the angels can keep him from being with his angel mate.But just because Fenrir
and Donald are settling into their life together easily, it doesn't mean they're free of problems. From nosey, but well-meaning human family to the far from innocent interference of divine relatives, the two lovers have navigated both their
present and each other's pasts if they have any hope of maintaining their little slice of happiness into the future.Family and love are all they want, and it's all that matters.Angel of His Heart is book fourteen in Season four of the popular
multi-author series, Vale Valley, a small town open to everyone who needs love and a home. Angel of His Heart is sweet with mpreg romance featuring gods and angels bringing their magic to a town that is already magical.
An MMMM Mpreg Romance
Heat Race
The Omega's Secret Baby
Good Omens
Welcome to Morningwood Omegaverse Book Two
Austin Baines is a workaholic omega living in the upscale town of Skaneateles, New York. He's unmated, but he doesn't mind. He's happy with his life. He runs a phenomenally successful wine business, has the respect of his peers, and has complete freedom.
Cody Howell left the rat race of Manhattan behind three years ago to start Blue Bells Weddings in Syracuse. The alpha figured that wedding planning wouldn't be much different from running a consulting project, and he was right. He's been very successful, and
he's content with his life. When Cody meets Austin on a last-minute business deal, sparks fly immediately. Both men try to keep things professional, but the sudden appearance of Austin's twin brother from Texas raises the stakes. Adrian Baines might look like
Austin, but the pair couldn't be more different. For starters, Adrian is an alpha, and he's an archconservative alpha determined to bring his wayward omega brother back into the fold. Adrian promised his best friend, Kirby, years ago that Austin would be his
omega. Now they're both here to bring Austin to heel. Can Austin resist the demands of his estranged family, or will his fierce need for independence keep him alone forever? Or can Cody help him find a third option, one that will lead them both toward
happiness?
THE QUEEN OF FEEL-GOOD FICTION! 'Every time you discover a new Milly book, it’s like finding a pot of gold – and this gem is no exception ... laughs, drama, romance and high jinks aplenty, there’s nothing about this novel not to love (5 stars)' Heat When
Lewis Harley has a health scare in his early forties, he takes it as a wake-up call. So he and his wife Charlotte leave behind life in the fast lane and Lewis opens the antique shop he has dreamed of. Bonnie Brookland was brought up in the antiques trade and now
works for the man who bought out her father’s business, but she isn’t happy there. So when she walks into Lew’s shop, she knows this is the place for her. As Bonnie and Lew start to work together, they soon realise that there is more to their relationship than
either thought. But Bonnie is trapped in an unhappy marriage, and Lew and Charlotte have more problems than they care to admit. Each has secrets in their past which are about to be uncovered. Can they find the happiness they both deserve? The Queen of
Wishful Thinking is the brand new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Teashop on the Corner - a gorgeous read full of love, life and laughter. 'A glorious, heartfelt novel' ROWAN COLEMAN ‘Absolutely loved it. Milly's writing is like getting a
big hug with just the right amount of bite underneath. I was rooting for Bonnie from the start' JANE FALLON, bestselling author of My Sweet Revenge Praise for Milly Johnson: ‘Bursting with warmth and joie de vivre’ JILL MANSELL ‘Warm, optimistic and
romantic’ KATIE FFORDE
Omega Shaken
See You in Hell
Bitten by the Alpha
Jesse's Smile
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